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To: Karrinyup Community Men's Shed members

The shed is slowly taking shape with a lot of work being done by members.

Work Benches

We now have one operational work bench and two others which just need tops attached. It is expected
they will be finished next week.

We have also been offered donated materials to make more benches and are hoping that will happen
very soon.

Garden

A team of very keen members have drawn a plan for a garden, have some above ground planter boxes
almost ready for placing in position, have erected a donated tool shed and are working on installing a
reticulation system.

Fridge

A member has donated a fridge so you are now able to bring things that need to be kept in a fridge.

Tools & Machinery

Jim and Peter P will be collecting some donated tools and machinery to add to our collection. This
should happen on Monday.

Bumper Stickers

Men's Sheds of WA have supplied us with some Bumper stickers. If you would like one, they will be at
the shed for collection from Tuesday.

BBQ

Via another member we have received a donated BBQ which is operational and has been cleaned up. It
is planned to start Friday "sausage sizzles" in a few weeks time. (There is a lot going on right now, so
when the place is a little tidier)

Funding Grant

We have applied for a grant from the Federal Government for the purchase of more machinery. We
were expecting a response around the end of July but are still waiting.

If we are successful, further money from the Rotary Club of Karrinyup will become available and the
total will enable us to get close to fully equipped.

Men's Shed Facebook

The Men's Shed Facebook page is https://www.facebook.com/karrinyupmensshed/ which was started
by Karrinyup Rotary. More will be added to that in coming weeks.
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